Exploratory Research on Exploitation Potentials for Forest-biomass based on the Social Development
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Abstract—With rising energy prices and growing pollution, biomass energy development has become a new research focus. The assessment potential for traditional forest biomass was only based on a single "natural" perspective, while ignoring the greatest social factors in the development of biomass energy cycle. Therefore, the research will consider some basic social factors, such as demographic change, food demand, food production and other factors, for the development of biomass energy. The factors based on different scenarios will be predicted by statistical methods, scenario analysis, econometric analysis method, etc; based on predictions, forest areas for "returning farmland to forest" or "returning forest to farmland" will be calculated, thus calculating the corresponding potentials for forest biomass energy development. The research concluded that the potential for biomass energy will be up to 1.116 billion, 1.272 billion, 1.412 billion respectively in 2020, 2030, 2040, equating to 6.73, 7.79, 9.04 million tons of standard coal; When considering the social factors, a total of 108 biomass energy development potential results are obtained; the highest potential can reach 1.116 billion, 1.272 billion, 1.551 billion tons respectively, equalling to 7.48, 8.52, 9.46, 10.39 million tons of standard coal; the lowest can reach 0.965 billion, 1.105 billion, 1.239 billion, 1.376 billion respectively, equalling to 6.47, 7.40, 8.30, 9.22 million tons of coal. It concludes that before and middle social factors have a great impact on biomass energy development potential, which may cause potential decline. But in the long run, the social factors will increase the development potential for biomass energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the impact of energy prices and ecological problems, many national governments, organizations have begun to shift attention from the traditional energy to renewable, light pollution and relatively low price of biomass energy. According to forecast, with the deepening development of biomass energy in 2050 will become the most important source of energy, providing 40 percent of the world’s fuel and 60 percent of the electricity.[5] Forests are an important source of biomass energy, renewable energy sources forest biomass plays a great part (accounting for approximately 90% of global fixed energy).[6] In the world, the barren wasteland area, about 100 million hectares. At least 20 t of biomass resources can be developed, equal to 10 t standard coal.[7] Chinas as a big country of forestry, so far in 2014, forest area reached 208 million hectares, biomass energy development potential is very great. However, the development of forestry biomass want better, effective assessment of forestry biomass energy development potential is one of the very important prerequisite. At present, China’s forestry biomass energy development potential assessment is mainly from forest area, stock volume and others unilateral static perspectives. Such as Lv Wen (2005), Qian Nengzhi (2007), Zhou Xiao (2009) All of them calculate the potential of China, Europe, Yunnan Province’s biomass energy are from the perspective of the total amount of forest resources reserves. This does not relate to biomass development cycle affecting the most important social factor,[4-6] and for our part, Forest biomass energy development is bound to be social factors of population, land, food needs, food production and other effects, but the related research is less.

Now, the premise of land use in China is food security, this means that any other uses of land development and utilization are under the premise of ensuring food security. In terms of population, according to the "national population development strategy research report"?[7] In 2033 our country will reach its peak population of about 1.5 billion people, and then there will be a population decline, “Changes and adjustments demographic situation of population policy (China Development Report 2011/2012)”[8] also generally agree with this view; “China Population Prospects 2015-2080’ using the cohort method and according to Taiwan, South Korea as a forecast of the
future population growth will be slower, the peak of the population can not reach 15 million and aging serious. In terms of food needs, Shichang Liang (2013), Deng Jing (2003), Tang Huajun (2012) by statistical methods, linear programming, literature data search and nutritional perspective concluded that China's per capita ration demand will maintain a relatively stable state, while other food needs to maintain a steady slow growth trend. According rubles (2005), Chen Fangyuan (2006), Zhu Qing (2003), Ren BingXue (2009), Zhang Yongen (2009) and other scholars through linear programming, gray combined forecasting, and statistical methods to draw huge potential for our future food yield and the growth rate has remained higher than demand growth. Therefore, the future demand for arable land will be greatly reduced, and when this situation occurs after the development of other ways of arable land will become a new topic. If these new land to develop biomass energy, the biomass potential can be raised.

So the study will be based on the actual situation in China, and according to forest land area and food taking into account the dynamic changes caused by social factors to forecast the future development potential of forestry biomass energy, and make the guidance for the development and utilization of biomass energy.

II. PREDICTION OF BIOMASS ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

A. Calculation process of biomass development potential

Starting from the premise of ensuring food security and the current forestry planning, according to the future demand for grain and grain yield per hectare. According to the future demand for grain and grain yield getting the actual demand for farming area and excess area; According to the forecast results, "returning farmland to forest" or "returning farmland to forest" and get the forest area under the relevant circumstances and calculated to obtain the final biomass energy development potential. Finally, compare the impact of different scenarios on biomass energy development and propose the development proposals for the future. Specific procedures are as follows:

1) Forest area model given by Eq. (2)

\[
A_n = \frac{L_n - (S_n - S_{n-1})}{\epsilon}
\]

2) Food area model given by equation (3)

\[
S_n = \frac{E_n}{U_n}
\]

3) Food demand model is given by Eq. (4)

\[
E_n = (P_n \times B_n + Q_n) \times O \times (1 + H_n)
\]

4) Food demand model is given by Eq. (5)

\[
P_{n+1} = P_n \times (B_n - D_n) + M_n
\]

5) The total population of the model is given by Eq. (6)

\[
U^0(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot U_{i+1}^0(n)
\]

6) The grain yield model is given by Eq. (7)

\[
U_i^0(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot U_{i+1}^0(n)
\]

The total biomass potential prediction model given by equation (1)

\[
Q_n^d = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_n^d \times M_n^d \times \phi^\epsilon) + D_n + Z
\]

Where:
- \(Q_n^d\) represents the biomass potential of the development model of \(t\), \(A_n^d\) represents forest area in the first \(n\) years of the model of \(t\); \(M_n^d\) represents the area ratio of the forest in the first \(n\) years of development mode of \(t\); \(\phi^\epsilon\) represents the \(t\) biomass forest exploitation coefficient; \(A_n^d \times M_n^d \times \phi^\epsilon\) represents the quality of the remainder of the forest in the \(t\) modes; \(D_n\) represents the quality of the remaining material for cutting, building and processing in the first \(n\) years. \(Z\) represents the output constant of miscellaneous remainder. It includes: forest fire road construction, clearing fire tree, dead tree pests, all around, scattered rusty Tending residue, urban greening update residue, waste wood and other residues, planting seedlings branches off the residue. Because these specific amount is not easy to count and the amount of less, so choose to cite Zhang Xiliang (2008) calculated 2.35 t.

Figure 1. Calculation flow chart
7) Exponentiation model is as follows
\[ S^\alpha_\text{f} (t) = 1593.1 t^{0.3004} \]  
(7)

8) Unitary regression model is as follows
\[ S^\beta_\text{f} = 75.693 x + 2209.0 \]  
(8)

9) \( GM (1, 1) \) model is as follows
\[ S^\gamma_\text{f} = 139392.02 e^{0.0186 + 0.208 t} - 137408 \]  
(9)

10) Bucking and harvesting, processing residues development model is given by the Eq. (10)
\[ \Delta_n = C_n \times \varepsilon + \Delta n \times \sigma \]  
(10)

\( \Delta_n \) represents the total bucking and harvesting, processing residues in the first \( n \) years; \( C_n \) represents the index \( n \) of timber harvesting in the first \( n \) years; \( \varepsilon \) represents felling, bucking residue development coefficient; \( \Delta n \) represents the total amount of wood processing in the first \( n \) years; \( \sigma \) represents the processing residue development coefficient.

11) Timber harvesting indicators model given by Eq. (11)
\[ C_n = \frac{Y_n}{\kappa} \]  
(11)

\( C_n \) represents the indicators of timber harvesting in the first \( n \) years; \( Y_n \) represent the current stumpage volume in the first \( n \) year; \( \kappa \) represents the ratio of mining to the coefficient.

12) Current stumpage total volume of the model given by Eq. (12)
\[ Y_n = 0.984286 n + 146055.1 \]  
(12)

13) The total amount of timber processing model is given by Eq. (13)
\[ D_n = C_n + V \]  
(13)

\( C_n \) represents the timber harvesting index in the first \( n \) year; \( V \) represents the amount of timber imports.
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III. SCENARIO SETTING

A. Demographic change scenario setting

According to population calculation formula, the future population is mainly affected by the fertility rate. At present, China's population growth rate is about 1.6.\(^{[10]}\) set it as low level. "National Population Development Report" that future fertility rate should be maintained at about 1.8, set it as middle level. and set the level of replacement level 2.1 to the high level. Finally, based on the population data in 2014, the results are as table 1.

| TABLE I. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Population in different scenario |
| Low | Middle | High |
| 2020 year | 13.82 | 13.92 | 14.07 |
| 2030 year | 13.97 | 14.24 | 14.64 |
| 2040 year | 13.64 | 14.05 | 14.7 |
| 2050 year | 13.1 | 13.63 | 14.56 |

B. Food demand scenario setting

Demand for food by food, feed, food industry, food consumption and seed grain composition. According to Deng Jing (2003), Shi Changliang (2013), Tang Huajun (2012) and “China Statistical Yearbook” (2013), According to Deng Jing (2003), Shi Changliang (2013), Tang Huajun (2012) and “China Statistical Yearbook” (2013) of the data calculated 1978-2012 per capita food demand is in a state of fluctuations, the maximum value of 0.414 tons, the average of 0.374 tons, the minimum value of 0.324 tons, and based on that setting there level of food demand.

C. Grain yield scenario setting

The future grain yield is set to be high, medium, low, three kinds of scenarios, Under different scenarios, different forecasting methods will get different weights: Under low situation, the Eq. (7), (8), (9) weight were 60\%, 20\%, 20\%; under medium situation, the weight were 33.3\%, 33.3\%, 33.3\%; under high situation the weight were 20\%, 20\%, 60\%.

| TABLE II. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Grain yield in different scenario (kg) |
| Low | Middle | High |
| 2020 year | 5543 | 5760 | 6055 |
| 2030 year | 6133 | 6540 | 7050 |
| 2040 year | 6757 | 7398 | 8205 |
| 2050 year | 7431 | 8354 | 9547 |

D. Biomass energy society development scenario setting

Biomass energy society development scenario is means that: Making ensure food security as a precondition, when the food is not enough, then “returning farmland to forest”, hen the food is enough, then “returning forest to farmland” (not taking into account reserve land). Forest basic planning data from China's government commitment and forestry sector for future planning, 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050 year area will be 2.15,2.31,2.46,2.62 million hectares.

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. Potential and evaluation of biomass energy development under the basic planning

under the basic plan, in the 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050 biomass energy development potential of 11.62, 10.05, 12.54, 13.49 tons, This is equivalent to 673 million tons, 779 million tons, 840 million, 9.04 tons of standard coal, equivalent to 19.2 percent, 22.2 percent, 23.9 percent in 2012 China's total energy production, if they can all be used, no doubt can effectively alleviate the pressure of energy in our country.

Figure 2. Biomass energy development chart under the basic plan
B. Potential and evaluation of biomass energy development based on social development

Taking into account the social factors can be found that biomass production will increase 2% to 15% over the basis for planning. In the long run; however, within a short and medium term, due to changes in population, demand, and other factors, biomass energy development potential will fluctuate up and down, relative to the basic planning, and the maximum amplitude can reach 13%, so in the short term, development of biomass energy cannot be too optimistic.

Figure 3. Biomass energy development chart based on social development

C. Potential and evaluation of biomass energy development in different grain demand

Under the same conditions, different food demand has great influence on biomass. In low demand, the biomass energy development potential will always keep an increasing trend Relative to the basic planning; In the medium demand, the probability of 1/9 will appear the potential of biomass energy development decline; the probability of 4/9 will appear the potential of biomass energy development decline in the high demand. Especially in the short term, if the demand for food is high, it will inevitably lead to the decline of biological development potential.

Figure 4. Biomass energy development chart under different grain demand

D. Potential and evaluation of biomass energy development in different demographic change rate

Under the same conditions, in the short term, the impact of population growth on the development of biomass energy is not conclusive; in the long term, the different demographic changes have great influence on the development of biomass energy. In the short term, Even under the conditions of low population growth, there may be a potential decline of development potential, under the conditions of high population growth, it may also appear to improve the situation (Relative to basic planning). In the long run, the development potential of biomass energy will keep the trend of increasing, and the impact of the changes in the population is great, low growth rate can produce more than 3.09 tons of high growth potential, equivalent to 2.07 tons of standard coal.

Figure 5. Biomass energy development chart under different population changes

E. Potential and evaluation of biomass energy development under different grain yield

Grain yields greater influence on biomass energy development potential, especially in the early stage, different yield has great influence on biomass energy potential, the average latent power of different yield can reach 49%; the maximum difference, in the later stage, can be reached 25%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Consider the potential of forest biomass energy development from the perspective of social development for the development of forest biomass is significant. Therefore, the research from the current actual situation, and taking into account changes in population growth, demand for food, grain yield and other factors, Using statistical method, scene analysis method, econometric analysis and other methods, from the perspective of social development, to analyze the potential of biomass energy development. It is found that, in general, the development of forest biomass energy in China is huge, and the biggest factor is the food demand, the impact of different population and grain yield on biomass development potential is mainly in the early stage; to the late stage, impact will become small. Therefore, taking these factors into account, for biomass energy development should be from the perspective of a long-term plan, and must control food demand reasonable growth can bring great practical benefit.
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